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Suspension
Siiri Morley

Siiri Morley '00 is an International Studies major from Sheffield, Massachusetts.
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Looking for Molly in Spring
Adam Stone

I looked for the dead-white
wings of a cross today.
I hoped to find it bedecked
with a filigree crown of flowers
or adorned with the self-contained
warmth of a red ribbon.
A scar is to remind.
I looked for a cross still young
enough to lean back into time.
In Ohio, Spring has wetted
and relaxed the roads,
they gleam like fresh skin,
clean and shallow,
like they are free from history.
The repose of cornfields and crowned
silos pull at the gaze and the mind.
The soft shouldered grooves of rainditches, inconspicuous margins,
puddle with a new sunlight,
washed clean of brown blood.
The countryside seems to have forgotten.

Adam Stone '00 is an English major from Pasadena, California.
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I'd Rather Tell on You
Deborah Benson
"Supposing women were needed not only to tell what happened but also to
have it said" (Stein, A Novel of Thank You. Chapter CLXIV)Suppose we examine what has transpired. Suppose we
find, as I surmise, that I am not inclined
toward the fifty-fourth World War, or a sizable
history of incorrect mind-reading book-banning under
handed land-stealing fishers reeling meaning
well (they all do). You know, I don't really
think so. I'll smart its heart
I will
not start it
I'd rather hover and recover

I'll not be of it

I'd rather be

a poet than that, walking toward
my dormitory in the snow, an orange
in the elbow of my coat, and no
hat.

Deborah Benson '00 is an English/philosophy major from North Canton, Ohio.
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Dear Searnus
David W. Shearer

Perhaps I should find a stylus or quill
to dig with instead of dickityclack, white keys that type only black;
not green, not earthly, not nicotine imbued.
Five summers ago,
he'd yell as I fucked up the position
of the plant in the finger. Or Pa'd let
me run amok with the blades a-whirring for fescue
mowing; loving the hot sun turning my neck red.
My lord the old man can round up the cattle
just like his old man.
My Pa planted more tobacco in a day
than any other man on Indian Creek.
Drinking only enough water to stay wet,
looking at the sun to gauge the time.
Plowing or planting or harr'ing the ground
he never complained but warned me
that farming had only bad pay
and bad benefits.
That cold red clay, the fuzz of small plants,
the wet stain of fundamental nicotine
everywhere on hands and sleeves and pants.
I've no tractor or hoc to follow men like them.
Scamus, 1 haven't a pen, squat or other,
but surely I know how tragic it is
to admit to your father you just cannot dig.

David W. Shearer '00 is an English/economics major from Winchester, New York.
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Winter Tapestry, with Child
Ann O'Reilly
(after "Nexus" by Rita Dove)
She is freezing in my arms.
Beneath the specks of snow, the baby's legs
kick the blanket of air from her body,
battling, furious feet;
and no threat could make me peek
at the bluing face. Mucus like lovers
oil dried in half-moons under the nostrils.
Her eyes arc melting ice.
I walk inside;
the steam from the teapot swirls
against my breath. Outside,
the last throes of storm
cover her, crystalline and precise,
an enemy, a crocus.

Ann O'Reilly '02 is an English major from Cincinnati, Ohio.
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After Rain
Andre Blejwas

Puddles line gravel roads
fading in the shimmering haze
of shallow thunder moving on.
Mud, splatters the feet of boys
and girls nude to no one but
clucking mothers in wagging
aprons dying for love they scold their children
who chant the songs of death
in turning rings:
"ashes, ashes. "
In the distance
due cast,
clouds continue on releasing a quiet argument
to the plains.

Andre Blejwas '00 is an English!religious studies major from Hartford, Connecticut.
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But Come Ye Back
Megan Anderegg

Halloween and it has snowed. In fact, by now it's really not snow any
longer, all dissolved to a lumpy and defeated slush. The children who come
begging at the door of this Bridge House wear galoshes and parkas over
their costumes, disappointed; their vampire capes and demon-tails drag
along wet and ruined behind them. I volunteered to distribute the candy volunteered cheerfully. So 1 sit in the rocking chair in the front room, lights
off. I listen to the children chorus 'trick or treat,' and it's an cchoey limp
sound. 1 can't blame them for their lack of enthusiasm. I suppose that by
the time they get to the Bridge House they arc bored with it all and dont
have the inspiration to shout anymore. One can get bored with too much of
anything.
Between doorbells, I sit with the lights off, and my hands flutter like
white ghosts in the dim as 1 count these Mallow Cups. It is important that
each small prewrapped package is counted and accounted for. But each time
I try, I seem to lose track of which have been numbered and which have
not. It's maddening, really. Mallow Cups arc thick marshmallow crcme
inside a delicate little shell of milk chocolate with pretty fluted edges all
around. In each package there arc two that stare up, when opened, like dull
cow eyes. I picked them out at the grocery today to give to the beggars. I
picked them out because I saw them on the shelf and remembered that I do
not like them - when I was small and begged myself, I'd discard them when
1 sifted through my plastic pumpkin at the end of the night. I'd throw them
in the trash.
1 am making a concerted effort not to notice the smell of roasting
pumpkin seeds. Mrs. Bridge is wrinkled and mothball-smelling and her
brain makes sloppy loops beneath her permanent wave. She seems to be
convinced that her house is full of children. She spent all afternoon on the
carving of a jack-o-lantcrn - a friendly-looking one, of course, scowl-free,
with sympathetic eyebrows. "We have enough scary faces around the house
with Maddy here," she said, and she joked it, but I know not really, one
knows when one frowns. She now roasts the seeds and purees the pumpkin
goo to freeze for Thanksgiving pics. Mrs. Bridge says to me, over and over
again in Bcmidjicsc, "I pride myself on my pumpkin pic. I never use that
canned junk. It's real pumpkin in my pic."
Earlier today, the trapdoor leading to the attic fell open in an acciden
tal breeze. Mrs. Bridge chortled at it and said, "Oh, that's fate! We're meant
to go up there for some reason," and so we did. She used it as an excuse to
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take down a big box full of albums and show me all the snapshots from
Hallowccns past: Daniel as cowboy, Daniel as pirate, Daniel as knight-intinfoil-armor. When we got to Daniel as soldier, making serious longjawed
faces in his child-size fatigues, Mrs. Bridge began to sob. She cried and
cried, and 1 held her by her shoulders, and while I held her 1 pretended that
he was already dead.
Dear Maddy,
I can't believe it's November now. You'd hardly know it - no blustery
winds, no nighttime sleet, not even any falling leaves to speak of Here it seems
that all the seasons slosh together under that thick drizzly mist. The mountains
that stand all around the fort have snow on their tops. When I see that
November snow way up there, it reminds me of home and of course of you, since
you are there now. How is Mom? She would be angry if she knew that I was
telling you this, but she worries about you. Her letters say that you're quiet and
look all sunken around the eyes. She says you're not eating much.
Mom worries too much, I know. I'm sure she's trying to stuff you with that
famous baked chicken and stories about my childhood - try to humor her a
little, would you, MouseI
It is November, and it is November with a vengeance. Mrs. Bridge says
that the bare branches rattling against themselves in the wind is the sound
my bones must make when I walk. This is her method of scolding me for
not eating her cakes, her pies, her bloody steaks. She cooks things in cream.
There is usually at least one stick of butter involved. Of late, I try to think
of the food the way I once thought of art: pleasant to look at, interesting
and many-faceted, necessary to civilization, but not intended for me to
touch.
Salad leaves squeak when chewed. Eating, I concentrate on making the
noise of my bites inside my head slow and rhythmic. Mrs. Bridge furrows
her brows at my plate. How she holds so much hostility for innocent
lettuce I will never know. When she talks, she talks down at the lettuce
instead of to me:
"...So Frank fought in the Pacific arena. He saw the bad parts, the
parts that people don't talk about, 'cha know. We surely never talked about
it - when he sent me letters, they were always about his buddies, and about
how he missed home cooking. No mention of the bad stuff. God, I can tell
you, I worried myself into a little wound-up whip of a thing. I look at you,
I see that same nervousness that got at me so bad. Don't think I don't
understand things, ya know I do. When Frank was fighting, I was young
and married and waiting on a baby. Had no idea if the kid was ever even
going to meet his dad. When he was born, we sent pictures. That was all
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could be done. Frank didn't see him until he was nearly a year old...he
missed the first words, first steps, all of that."
Then it went on to:
"Of course, Daniel was always a very advanced kind of kid. All the
walking, talking, stuff like that came way before anyone'd expect it. Fie
talked at seven months, walked at eight, kid could read by age two. You
know, we were all so proud when Daniel picked a smart kid like you to
marry. A real college girl. I know that your babies arc going to be very
smart one day."
And then it went on to:
"D'you think that you'll try for a baby when Daniel comes home? It's
so much easier on you, the younger you do it...you have more energy, you
have more life in you yet. Your babies arc gonna be beautiful. Daniel has
the height, you've got the bone structure, you're both pale as china plates you two're gonna have some lovely little blonde babies, eh?"
Mrs. Bridge talks with her mouth full.
1 volunteer to dean the dinner dishes - volunteer cheerfully. Mrs.
Bridge sits in front of Walter Cronkite in the living room and I hear him
talk about the investigation of the murder of that pregnant actress in
California. They have suspects. Justice will be served, maybe.
I stand at the sink and there is only one light on in the room, a round
bright light above my head that throws a beam over me and the sink and
the dishes. My hands soapy in the water, I imagine that the light is the light
in an interrogation room. I wonder what they would say if they were
questioning me, instead of the cult in California.
Maddy Bridge, you are a suspect. We have reason to believe that you have
been deceitful - a bad wife, a defective woman, a menace to society Are you or
are you not wed in holy matrimony to one Daniel F.phraim Bridge, Sargent,
U.S. Army stationed at Fort Lewis, in Washington State, where it rains every
day and there are no seasons? And is it not true that your husband has taken
care of you for five long years, fid you, housed you, brought you home a nice law
clerk's salary kept you in nice dresses and matching handbags, given you
anything that a young Southern lady could ask for? Maddy Bridge, we have
evidence that you are ungrateful, unappreciative, unkind. We have evidence
that you rejoiced when your husband was drafted. We have evidence that you
are happy without him. We have evidence that you do not want him to come
home.
She was a terrible actress, really. But of course that doesn't mean that
she deserved to die. I wash my salad plate in the soapy water. I here is one
more dirty plate in the kitchen, but it is underneath half of a chocolate cake
left over from Mrs. Bridge's Wednesday night canasta group. Of course 1
have to wash that plate; we can't just have a dirty plate sitting around,
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especially with half of a cake on it. Carefully, so as not to smudge the icing,
1 slide the cake into my handbag. I wash the platter, full of crumbs, in
sharp-hot Palmolive suds. Then I turn off the light.
Mrs. Bridge sits before the television, Bewitched. I toss "goodnights"
into the room like stray tennis balls. She doesn't catch them and they
bounce, roll into the corners.
I sneak up the back kitchen stairs, stairs meant for maids to climb
when the house was built. I hold my bag like a breakfast tray and think
about the maid this house had once. Her name would have been Ida or
Hclga or something similarly solid sounding. Maybe she fell on these stairs
once and broke a heavy Swedish leg, bringing the breakfast trays. My room
is at the top of the stairs, at the end of a smooth-wood-floored hallway. It
seems this whole Bridge house is smooth-wood-floorcd; there's nothing to
catch the extra noise, and there are many echoes. Silly to have cold-woodfloors in a snowy place like this. All the houses here should have wall-towall cashmere carpeting and lamb's fleece wallpapering their rooms. It's the
only way I can think of to keep out these pins of cold that manage to stab
in with the wind. The bitter needles tattoo me with lacy lilac splotches.
They cover the skin of my arms and legs, like some tropical disease, and
shock me whenever I catch myself in the mirror.
I have a small lamp next to my bed, a small Tiffany lamp, Art
Nouveau style, a bit of booty from my bridal shower. I fashion it as a sort
of spotlight, then fish in my purse for the somewhat-crushed cake. I had
not realized it would smear so. There is chocolate icing on my wallet, my
compact, my lipstick case. I lick it off. I arrange the cake on my nightstand,
with the light from the lamp over it just so, its curves and crests of frosting
presented in the most attractive manner. In college there was a course
required for all art history students called (Juration. We learned about the
ways in which art is exhibited in museums. I was a star student.
How beautiful, that rich dark chocolate cake beside me on the night
table. I lean back against my pillows, as to better admire it. Looking at it, I
can imagine its taste in my mouth. It would fill up my mouth and trans
form, crumby to gooey. Mrs. Bridge prides herself on her baking - she can
make things fluffy, she can make things moist.
I run my hands along my stomach, tight, with knots beneath the skin.
I twist my hips and make the knots move. My hip bones jut up and make
my belly like a ship, and my fingers move from stern to prow, lightly,
lightly. Thick cake, backlit by stained glass. Only half a cake, split up with
its insides facing me, gooey insides, and I move and gasp thinking of that
cake, cake, cake.
.../ hate my work here. It makes me so angry when I think about it too
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much -I thought that I would get out ofall of this. I did all the right things. I
went to a good school, got good grades, had a real shot at a professional career. I
took a lovely wife and established a home with her. I never thought that despite
all of that, 1 would end up in a place like this, living in terror that tomorrow's
going to be the day that they decide they need me more as a grunt than as a
clerk. I guess my job's not all that different from clerking in a law office - same
cramped desk, same typewriter with bad ink, same crick in the neck at the end
of the day The difference was, at Foreman and Foreman I typed up wills,
subpoenas. Here, I type letters to mothers about their sons who died in battle.
This all was never part of the plan. Most everyone else here ended up here
because they didn't have much of a plan. I guess it goes to show that a good
upbringing and a good education will only take you so far, and luck takes care
of the rest. I used to think that anyone could do whatever they wanted to do, so
long as they applied themselves and worked hard, worked honest. Wouldn't it be
nice if that's the way things really went?
I can't help feling like you're the one who loses out the most in all of this.
You're such a sweet, small Mouse, and I've abandoned you. I didn't want to. I
know that you know that. It does make me fiel better to think that you're home
with Mom, being taken care of. I'd go nuts worrying if you were in Atlanta all
by yourself. I'm sure you would, too. I'm sure that everyone's better off this way.
"Hi, hi, hi," says Frieda when she stomps in. I am startled because she
looks so old, but then I realize that it is snow crusted on her eyebrows that
makes them look white. She wears a knitted poncho in the colors of the
feast: yellow, orange, brown. I don't know how she can't be cold, 1 know the
wind has to wiggle its way in underneath, through the threads of yarn. She
laughs and laughs, as it seems that she is caught, she has slammed her fringe
in the door.
"I brought the fondue pot. I promise you'll like it. Trust me, it's cheese
Ma, you always like cheese. You did remember to make me some stuffing
without giblets?" she asks. There is a pucker of worry between her brows. It
is very important to her that she consume no meat; she would hate the
feeling of it heavy in her stomach. I can sympathize. I respect those who
can avoid foods that distress them.
Mrs. Bridge chuckles, "All this vegetarian business can't be healthy for
you, Freid. You got to get some protein somewhere." She looks her up and
down, and shakes her head at her daughter's clothes. " loo skinny, all of
you. You're all going to end up like that Twiggy person. Do professional
professors always wear their best kitchen rugs to Thanksgiving dinner, or is
that just something you picked up out East? "
'1 don't know why you expect Cornell to have the same effect as
finishing school, Ma. Christ." Frieda rolls her eyes and turns to me.
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Amazing, the way she just turns away, as if Mrs. Bridge is simply not here,
as if this were her own house and her own kitchen. 1 suppose 1 was able to
turn away from my own mother, once.
Frieda takes my face in her hands, squints at me a little. "No offense,
Maddy, but you look a little peaked. How have you been lately?" She
always asks, but somehow she manages to say it in a way that doesn't make
me squirm.
Frieda is a professor of Sociology at Bemidji State. "Of course, only an
assistant professor," she says when people ask, with her lips curled up
papery at the edges, "Still no full professors of the female persuasion at
Bemidji State."
The school is small and poorly ranked and there is a leftover part of
me that turns my nose up at it: public, peopled with semi-ambitious farm
boys and empty Swedish ski bunnies, no football team or famous alumni to
speak of.
Frieda warms the cheese for the fondue over a small Sterno can. She
waves her long fork around for emphasis when she talks about Higher
Education. "So, here's an example. I have a student in my Social Problems
class, name of Phil. Phil's certainly a good kid at heart, he's got some
fantastic energy, but it's just not always directed in the most beneficial
direction, you know what 1 mean? He's the mascot for the football team,
the original Bemidji Fighting Beaver." Frieda smirks a little, nudging me.
"You just have to love that image, don't you? The Fighting Beaver?"
Mrs. Bridge makes a clucking noise and pretends to be shocked, but
laughs a little to herself. Frieda leans across the table and goes on. "Last
week, Phil showed up to class wearing his Beaver outfit. He even had the
damn head on. I can only assume that he had a game afterwards, or
something. When he walked into the room, there was this kind of stir
among the students, and they all looked at me, as if to say, what's Bridge
gonna do with thisI I'm sure some of them got a great kick out of it. I'm
always preaching personal freedom, the power of a statement, letting your
energy flow, and I can't very well demand that Phil removed the bloody
Beaver head, you know?"
"Well, ya know, when I was teaching school, I certainly wouldn't stand
for any of that crap in my classroom," says Mrs. Bridge.
"Jesus Ma, you taught high school in 1943. There's no way to even
think about comparing the two milieux. " Frieda dips her bread violently
into the melted cheese, and I watch it soak in as she talks. "You see, today, a
college professor can't step on young thinkers' toes. The students have to
feel that their individual ideas are respected, valued. They're just starting to
figure everything out. I'm their guide, but I trust them to make their own
paths. So, I decided to let Phil keep his Beaver head on, and then I
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proceeded with the planned lecture on Durkheim.
"But then about halfway through, 1 noticed Phil's big brown Beaver
head bobbing in the back of the class. I thought to myself, is he sleeping?
Did he just wear that stupid outfit so he could sleep through my class? It was
really tearing me up - trying to decide whether to make him take off that
head. It was almost palpable, this struggle between the personal ideals I've
come to live by, and the deeply ingrained rules of the Establishment, and I
had to stand up before a hall full of freshmen and go on with class while all
of this was raging through my head. Pretty heavy stuff."
"So what did you do?" I ask.
Frieda gnaws thoughtfully at her greasy bread. "I let him keep it on. I
concluded that it's Phil's choice if he wants to be the kind of Phil that sleeps
through a great Durkheim lecture or not." She shrugged and sighed. "It all
feels so futile sometimes. I'd be kidding myself if I thought even half those
boys were at school because they really wanted to learn. Most of them arc
just dodging Uncle Sam, and I certainly can't say that I blame them."
When I think of college I think of swarms of bleach-blond girls in
kilts and sweaters.
"Don't you have a few live wires in the lot of them?" asks Mrs. Bridge.
Frieda smiles thoughtfully. "There's so few that can get excited about
anything, but the ones who do almost make up for the braindcad mass of
them. There is a woman in my Social Problems class who is involved in
some exciting changes. She's currently organizing a consciousness-raising
group for women on campus. She's really got some intense energy. She will
be coming on the trip I'm organizing, up to the Leech I.akc reservation, to
help collect data for project I'm working on. I wish you'd consider coming
along, Maddy...it should be a really eye-opening experience. I can't wait to
maybe pass the pipe around, sit down and rap with the people about their
experiences with oppression..."
Mrs. Bridge cuts in around a mouthful of gravy. "I know about
oppression. Even in this family, a good solid Christian family, were not
immune to that kind of thing. You know, they say that my grandmother on
my mother's side was born at Leech I.akc, as native as they come. She left
when she grew up - passed for Italian and married a white man. At least
that's what they tell me."
"Ma, don't you know that we're all oppressed? All of us in this family,
in this country for that matter, regardless of our color - women, I mean. Ma,
there's a whole movement starting..."
Mrs. Bridge rolls her eyes. "Oh, Christ, not a 'movement. I m so darn
tired of all these 'movements' about this that and the other thing. You kids
arc all just damned bored because we gave you everything you wanted
before you even had to ask. 'Movement, movement, movement. I think all
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those hippies and yippics and whatever else just need a good bowel
'movement,' that's all."
Mrs. Bridge laughs at her own jokes.
After dinner, I volunteer to wrap up the leftovers, volunteer cheerfully.
Mrs. Bridge goes into the living room to watch football on TV. Her team is
Green Bay. She yells at the screen, gives Lombardi coaching advice.
Frieda sits with me in the kitchen while I clean up. She doesn't do
dishes, she says, "because of the principal." 1 can feel her eyes hard on my
back. They're naked eyes, always look like they're staring too hard because
she doesn't put any makeup on them. "You're too thin, Maddy," she says.

I shrug.
"You very worried?"
I nod. That is what I am supposed to do.
"This war, this goddamn war," she says bitterly, as if only the thought
makes her want to spit. I can't remember the last time I was so angry about
anything.
...My Thanksgiving was as good as it could be, under the
circumstances... we all got a day pass and went into Olympia, and there was a
diner open. I can't say that a tuna melt is any kind ofsubstitute for Mom's
Thanksgiving cooking, but at least they did have pumpkin pie.
I've been spending a lot of time thinking about other, better Thanksgivings
I've had...Oh Mouse, I just miss you so much that I can't bear to write it down.
Maybe I will try to call soon.
They're shipping a bunch ofguys out of here next week, the Air Assault
guys. One of them is my friend Stubbs. When he leaves, I really won't have
anyone here. I guess that's the way things go. At least we got to have Thanksgiv
ing before he leaves. He tried to get me to go to a strip joint with him that
night. Of course, I didn't go, Mouse. Crazy old Stubbs.
Our days arc dull. Mrs. Bridge wakes before six, reads the paper,
smokes a cigarette. Then she makes bacon and eggs or pancakes or French
loast for breakfast, and 1 always pretend to be asleep until after it's all gone
cold, so that I will not have to cat it. She sits on a chair in the kitchen all
morning, smoking Marlboros and calling her card-playing friends on the
phone. They talk about their children, their neighbors, their hair. Once a
week, Mrs. Bridge goes to the salon. She goes to Doris, and Doris touches
up her permanent and gives her hair a color rinse. When she comes back,
she smells like disinfectant.
Around eleven, Mrs. Bridge will have her morning drink. Mrs. Bridge
drinks Bloody Marys, or cheap white wine out of a big glass jug that she
keeps under the counter. I suppose that one might say she drinks a lot, but
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don't all the people of that generation? All I remember of my parents arc
martinis, Manhattans, margaritas if they were feeling festive.
Afternoons, I lie on the bed that 1 sleep in and read recipes. Mrs.
Bridge has an abundance of cookbooks. I like the ones from the War, with
the Victory Garden vegetable dishes and the drawings of the patriotic
homcfront housewives cooking away with all the grit of Rosic the Riveter in
the factory. Today, Mrs. Bridge's December issue of Better Homes and
Gardens comes in the mail. 1 snatch it out of the letter pile before she can
read it and take it up to my room. I thumb through and stare at the
pictures, look hard to see what's really there - cookies iced so that they
ile sickly, hams wearing pineapple rings like jewelry and dripping with
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poisonous juice.
There is a knock at my door. 1 have been paying very close attention
to an article called "How to Roll a Resplendent Yule I>og.

Mrs. Bridge

sneezes, and then says, "Maddy, honey, can I come in?"
I think maybe she wants her magazine. Maybe she has been waiting
for it with white-knuckled anticipation. Maybe she wants a head start on
rolling her own chocolate yule logs for the holiday season. I shove BeUCf
Homes and Gardens under the rug and then unlock the door.
Mrs. Bridge is red and swollen about the eyes. Perhaps she has been
crying - it is a common occurrence. She also sways a little from side to
side, even though it is only afternoon and the dinner is not even started yet.
"Maddy," she says, "You're such a sweet thing. 1 know you don't want
to upset me, and oh, what a dear heart. But you coulda said something. Of
course I didn't forget your special day. I just wantcha to know that 1
remembered." She smiles and holds out a purple envelope to me.
I want to say something. I want to say, "Really, please, don't bother. I
want to say, "Really, please, I was trying to forget." I want to scream,
"Really, please, get the fuck away from me, Mrs. Bridge." But of course I
don't say that. I feel my lips stretch back over my teeth into a smile, and I
thank her, thank her cheerfully.
Mrs. Bridge is the kind of woman who goes to the Hallmark store
once a year and buys cards, buys dozens of them, birthday, wedding, new
baby, condolence. She keeps them in a cupboard so that she always has the
proper sentiment on hand. I open the envelope and take out the card Happy Annivtrsary says the gold-printed script. 1 here arc white lilies in the
background. I recognize the painting of the lilies, because it was the same
painting of lilies that was on the front of the card Daniel gave me when my
parents died. How cruel of the Hallmark Corporation, with its all-purpose

lilies.
Daniel and I were married on November 26, 1964. Fhat year, it was
Thanksgiving, but of course it's not I hanksgiving this year. 1 was nineteen
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and a sophomore at Agnes Scott. 1 had decided that 1 did not want to go
home - at that time, I was very pleased with myself when I acted disdainful
of my parents. We spent my vacation week holed up in Daniel's efficiency
apartment, and it was so small you could almost touch the stovetop from
the bed, and that was fine with us because all we wanted to do was make
love and make spaghetti, anyway. We listened to a record by a new group
called the Beatles. Who knew they would still be around today. Who knew
We would still be around today.
On Thanksgiving Day, I received a phone call. My parents were dead.
It was someone's idea of a practical joke, stealing a stop sign. They drove
right into a busy street without a pause. They crashed in their car on the
way home from Aunt Regina's holiday dinner, their leftovers and their
bodies were scattered all over the gravely Georgian highway. That was when
jokes, practical and impractical, lost their humor for me.
It meant I was alone. I wept and wept against my lover's shoulder, and
he promised that I was not alone, that I never ever would be. He made me
tea and petted my hair, and then he got down on his knee and asked if I
would let him take care of me, for always. Thanksgiving Day, November
28, 1964, he took me to a chapel and married me in my miniskirt before I
knew what had happened.
Today would be our fifth wedding anniversary. Five years since I lost
my family and my youth, all in one day.
All along, Daniel was cautious about the war. He wanted to teach
poetry in a high school, but if he went to graduate school, they couldn't get
him, so he would study the law instead. After a year of law school was up
and he was in danger again, we had a Talk. Should we try to make a baby? I
was on the birth control but it made me so sick anyway...wouldn't it make
sense for me to stop taking it and just see if we could plant a baby? We
started one, but like so many things I've attempted it fell apart after awhile.
Daniel was disappointed, but he didn't know that when I cried it was just
because I had bloodied my new silk skirt.
When his number came up, his education saved him temporarily.
I hey made him a clerk and sent him to a training camp in the rainy
American mountains. They sent him there with the understanding that the
rainy mountains in the jungle were never far off.
When Daniel left, it made me remember Mrs. Ackcrby. She lived
down the street from me when I was a little girl, in Macon. She was the
youngest woman on the block, and her house was shabby, with peeling
paint and lost shingles. But she always wore high polished heels and white
gloves, and had a hank of honey-hair that fell over one eye. It was under
stood that she had lost her husband in the War, and everyone was always
very nice to her and spoke with soft voices around her and complimented
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her generously. Mrs. Ackerby was beautiful and she went out with men
sometimes but never remarried out of respect for her dead hero husband.
The night Daniel left 1 sat in my new bedroom in the Bridge house in
Bemidji and I imagined how 1 would accept condolences. Would I be stoic,
never letting them sec a tear? Would I weep freely, on any available
shoulder? Would I look wistful and sad when others spoke of him?
I sat before the mirror and combed a lock of hair over my eye, and I
practiced looking tragic.
Dear Maddy,
Happy Anniversary! I'm sure this letter will be a little late. The good news
is, I missed you like crazy all day, and love you more than ever. The bad news well, I guess I can't get around the bad news and might as well come out with
it. You know I can never keep a secret from you - one look at your sweet face
with those babydoll eyes and out it comes.
They need me, Mouse. They're sending me off, to Vietnam. I have two
weeks. It's some kind of bad luck, that they'd choose to send me out right before
Christmas. I guess the shock hasn't hit me yet - I'm still in a state of disbelief,
and it hasn't occurred to me to start worrying yet. Yesterday I went to the base
library and checked out a bunch of books. Homer, Stephen Crane, Hemingway.
I'm going to bone up on my war heroism. Maybe somewhere between the lines
I'll find the secret for surviving this whole thing.
Back to good news again • they will give me a three-day pass to go home
before they ship me out. So I can see you, Mouse, and Mom and hrieda. Maybe
you all can build me up a little before I go. Break it to Mom gently. Mouse. She
seems tough, but that's just a shell she pulls into, like a turtle when it's scared.
Don't let her know you see if she cries.
Frantic, I sit at Mrs. Bridge's typing desk in the study. My fingers
wobble as I try to punch the keys:
dearest daniel please do not think of coming home for your leave I know it
may seem strange and it's not that I don't want you but I think it would just
make it a hundred times harder for us all if we saw each other before you left
because it would be so difficult to see you go away from us again afier you
already left us once to go to Washington why not go on a trip to the city or
sow ethingfun like that with friends being here in Bemidji would only be sad
and scary and depressing will write again soon maddy.
Gone. Gone in two weeks.
The letter looks wrong somehow but it doesnt matter, I fold it and
spritz it with my perfume and stuff it in an envelope. I run it out to the
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mailbox, no shoes, no coat, no care, and then it slides down the darkblue
mailbox hatch with a swish and then its gone, gone, on its way to Washing
ton and never coming back.
I only notice how cold I am when 1 come in and the door slams
behind me, and the hot kitchen air rushes over my tight-frozen skin, and
there is a smell of cookies baking. A steaming tray sits on the counter
already, cooling, chocolate chips melted all through them like secrets. I take
half a dozen and start to eat them there in the afternoon kitchen, standing
up at the counter, one by one sliding them down my throat barely chewing
at all, cooling my bites with slurps of milk right from the carton, and 1 am

happy.
When upset, I used to call my mother in Macon. Her voice always
dripped like molasses over the line, and long-distance it was easier to be
comforted because I couldn't sec her rigid posture, her perfect hair, her
glassy eye. Mrs. Bridge turns the tables and calls her daughter for advice.
She sits in her usual kitchen chair, resting her head against the wall, phone
receiver tipped against one ear, sniffling. There is a corner of me that is
tugged, hard, by the waver in her voice. She is somebody's mother after all,
and no one likes to sec a mother rattled.
"...Oh, don't worry about us, hon. We take care of one another." She
lifts her arm in my direction but doesn't look at me. "Okay, we'll see ya
then. And, oh, don't forget it's Aunt Cynthia's birthday on Wednesday.
Here's Maddy." She stretches the phone out toward me, but doesn't move to
leave. No privacy in this Bridge House, even for one who is supposed to be
grieving. I take the phone and cross the room so that I am in the farthest
corner. The cord pulls.
"Hi, Maddy," says Frieda. "How are you holding up under all of this?"
"Oh. You know." 1 push my chin against my chest, forcing my face
down so that she cannot hear my smile. "That's life."
"You're so strong, Maddy. So much positivity," she sighs. "1 have to
admit, I'm scared shitless, myself."
I imagine Daniel in his barracks in Washington State, rain shooshing
down outside the window, curled up under his bedcovers with a flashlight
reading his war books, hiding. "I'm sure he is, too," is all I can think to say.
"Yeah, that's one good thing about Dan," says Frieda, "He's definitely
a man, but he doesn't feel the need to buy into all the bogus societal
conventions about masculinity. He could always cry if he needed to, he
could admit that he wasn't invincible."
"Yes," 1 say with eyes closed, and Frieda and I arc sitting on folding
chairs in the reception room of the Tonclla Funeral Parlor, holding foam
cups of coffee and neatly-crumpled tissues, the smell of lilies in the air.
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"1 wish there were more like him in the world. Of course, the ones we
do have, the ones who are intelligent and decent and vital, they want to
send them to the jungle to be slaughtered." Her speech catches in a little

hiccup.
"Yes, yes," I say, "yes, it's all true."
"So, Maddy, let's try to forget all of this for a little while. l-ct's go out
tonight and spend some time together. People need to come together, hold
one another up in times like these."
"Yes, yes." 1 will wear a black crepe dress. Black patent leather shoes.
Black mascara that will run down my checks when 1 cry. Oh, don't worry, I
can cry.
Mrs. Bridge and I sit in the kitchen with the lights off, dinner dishes
piled on the table and Swedish meatballs gumming cold in a pan on the
stove. We make no move to clean them up. Mrs. Bridge's cigarette pokes an
orange hole in the dimness, and it shows up at an unexpected angle because
her head droops off to one side. My boot heel makes a tap, tap, tap against
the legs of my chair as 1 swing my foot, anxious. I can tell Mrs. Bridge
doesn't like the absence of her talking. When she won't talk, it's silent. She
clears her throat just for the noise.
Frieda's car pulls into the driveway and she honks, just one long blow
to the horn instead of the usual cheerful three-beat rhythm. The thought of
Mrs. Bridge sitting in her dirty kitchen all night, with none of her usual
enthusiasm for after-dinner chores and her jug wine running low, pulls my
brows together. "Are you sure you don't want to come, too?" I ask. She
nods, doesn't speak. The door seems loud, final, on the way out.
Frieda's car is a VW Beetle, Mandarin orange. It is possibly the worst
kind of car to have in Bcmidji, Minnesota: low to the ground, easy to tip,
cursed with a poor heating system. Rust has already begun to eat its edges
lacy after only one winter. My legs in thin tights are shocked by the cold
plastic upholstery when I sit down beside, and the bucket scats swallows
me, and my breath smokes.
Frieda is smoking, something that she scolds her mother for but docs
anyway when she's not around. She wears a big wool hat pulled down
almost to her eyelids and is hunched up close to the frosty windshield. I
hate driving in the snow," she mutters as she hacks the car out of the
driveway, and it makes me wonder for the thousandth time why Frieda ever
came back to Bcmidji. She had escaped.
The Delft Theater is the most conspicuous building on Green Street
in downtown Bcmidji. Its marquee has lights that chase each other in
endless laps around a square that says, in big black letters, BARBRA
STREISAND WAITER MATTHAU HELLO DOLLY.
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"Shit," says Frieda, as we drive by and pull into a parking space a little
up the street. "I thought they would be showing 'Easy Rider.' Do you want
to go, anyway?"
We walk into the theater, tapping snow off of our shoes. Frieda wears
Sorels with webbed rubber toes. I still do not have proper Bemidji footwear,
only high-heeled dress boots that elevate me a bit out of the snow. My toes
always feel like blunt blocks of ice.
The movie is supposed to be a musical in the traditional fashion, an
effort to get back to the roots of a fading genre. It is hokey, and everything
is too easy, and it all turns out well in the end, but I don't mind. I am
fascinated by Barbra's nose. I can't take my eyes away from it.
The lights come up and Frieda stands up, too quickly. On her way
out, she knocks over a bag of popcorn someone left, and seems not to
notice as the kernels roll down the slanting floor toward the emergency
exits. Her jaw muscle twitches in just the same way that Daniel's does when
he is mad and he is waiting until he gets to the appropriate place to let his
anger pour, slow and hot like lava. I have to struggle to keep up, my legs
dragging like through water. "I would ask for my money back, except I
flunked the cashier in Contemporary Theory," Frieda mutters to me as she
pushes out the door against the gusts that grapple against it to keep us
inside.
We scurry to the car, wincing against the wind, and pull out of the
parking spot quickly, as if we can escape the cold by driving very fast.
Frieda turns up the vent, but the air is blasts is icy. She turns into the
parking lot of a family restaurant a few blocks up the street. "It's the Big
Boy Strawberry Festival," she says. "Do you want some pic?"
A large sign above the entrance reads BIG BOY STRAWBERRY
FESTIVAL. FAMOUS PIE HALF OFF FAMOUS SHAKES 60 CENTS.
The Big Boy himself grins down, holding not a hamburger but an outsized
berry on a tray above his head. We sit in Smoking, a room with glass walls
like a greenhouse filled with fake plants, and we both order pie and coffee.
Frieda sucks down cigarettes, and stabs the air with them to make her
points. " The reason films like that one arc so harmful is that they perpetu
ate all the stereotypes about feminine weakness and dependency," she says.
"Dolly is a matchmaker. She insists that every woman needs a man in order
to be fulfilled, and builds a career out of forcing that opinion on everyone
else. And all through the movie, she's trying desperately to trap a man - a
hideous, rich, older man - even though she's a woman of independent
means and some intelligence." Frieda flicks the ashes from her cigarette, the
way she'd like to flick away society's conventions. "The gall that studio has
in making a movie like that right now. It's 1969, for crying out loud. We
make some tiny baby steps forward, some minuscule breakthroughs in the
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fight for women's liberation, and of course they bombard us with movies
like that, movies that legitimate the status quo."
I feel as though 1 should be taking notes. I was never much good at
that, anyway, though. I always drew in my books: long, complicated
curlicues like ivy tendrils, ocean waves, little houses with peaked roofs.
Frieda excuses herself to call her mother, to make sure she's all right.
The famous pie consists of a lardy crust holding in a sticky thick red
plastic goo. There seem to be no real strawberries involved in the Straw
berry Festival. I lift the crust from the top of the pic slice, drag my fork
through the red sludge, scrape the tines so that they ring loud through the
empty Smoking Section.
...I got your Utter, and once again I'm touched and amazed that I have
someone as caring and insightful as you. Mouse. Of course you are right. My
coming home would only make it harder to leave again, and it would probably
be best for my moraU if I just stayed here with some of my buddies and had a
good time. A bunch of us are going to the mountains, for a skiing trip. It should
be fun, a time to forget our worries about the future and enjoy the present
moment.
I do have to ask afier you. Mouse. Your Utter was so strange. Is all that
snow getting to my Magnolia GirlI Are you lonely for me, for a friend? I just
want you to remember how much Mom cares about you, and Frieda, too. She
has always thought you were something special. Ifyou get to fie ling scared and
hopeUss, go to Frieda. She's a rock ofstrength for all of us.
It is four in the morning, and the snow's noise as it lands, heavy thud
thud thud on top of old drifts as it sifts down, has been keeping me awake.
There are noises in the kitchen, and wouldn't it be nice if it were a burglar?
1 imagine him padding around the kitchen eating cookies, leftover
meatloaf, canned jellies and pickles from the pantry. It is up to me to
protect our food.
There are no lights on, but it does not occur to me to be afraid. I will
merely be curious, merely ask him what he is looking for in this thoroughly
empty Bridge house. I prepare to tell him that there's nothing of value here;
I've checked.
It is only Mrs. Bridge. When I open the door, she stirs sloppily in her
kitchen chair. She has been sitting there in the dark. "Oh, s you, she says
softly. Ts jus getting a glass a milk."
Mrs. Bridge is honestly drunk.
"Mrs. Bridge," I say. I don't know what is supposed to come after. I
put my hand down, always awkward, and I miss her shoulder. My fingers
land in her hair, sharp-coiled little wires that send creeps all up my arm.
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"Oh gcc/, Maddy, why doncha call mc Carol. Call mc Carol after all
we've ben through."
She sighs and snorts a laugh to herself. "I know you're never gonna call
mc Carol. I know more th'n you think I do."
I can feel her eyes on me.
"You don hafta love me. S'okay. But a lil understanding would be
nice, though," she says.
My blood is thick and cold.
"Ths'whole thing makes mc awfully nervy. He's my only boy." Her
voice slopes downward.
I stand tilted on one hip a moment, no idea what to say and no
inclination to try and think of something. "Well," 1 say, finally, and I try to
firm my phrases like Frieda, but my commands always seem wobbly to me.
I turn to go upstairs. As I leave I snap on the light, but I don't look back to
sec my mother-in-law slouched over in her chair, illuminated and nauseous
and pathetic all alone.
Usually when Mrs. Bridge is not home, I do not answer the phone.
There seems to be no point in it - it's never for mc, it's always the electric
company calling with gentle threats about late bills, or canasta ladies
wanting to swap recipes. I suppose it might be Frieda sometimes, but I
wouldn't know would I, since I let the phone ring?
Today the phone jangles while I am sorting socks, pairing them up
and rolling them together like Dolly the matchmaker at the kitchen table. I
forget not to pick it up.
I wish there was a special son of ring for long-distance. A certain kind
of warning for emotionally charged calls.
Oh, Daniel, hello, 1 say.
"Mouse! Oh, it's so good to hear your voice. I love you. 1 love you so
much."
Oh, Daniel.
"I've got some news! Go get Ma, quickly. 1 want to tell you both at
once.
1 start to say that she is out buying groceries, but as soon as 1 fix the
words up and start to push them out of my mouth, she is coming through
the door with paper bags and blasts of wind. I gesture for her to come over,
and balance the receiver between our shoulders. Dan, I say simply. Mrs.
Bridge gasps and puts her hand up to her mouth.
Daniel's voice sounds faraway and tinny, like a telephone conversation
on TV.
"1 just got back from the ski lodge. We only got to spend a day out
there. We had to come back, because... Well, I fell off my skis and broke
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my tailbonc."
Mrs. Bridges tears have started already. Before the punchline.
"It was a plastic shovel pushed down so that it stuck up under the
snow. Some kids did it for a joke - thought they'd get their little sister. But 1
landed right on it, and the break is pretty bad. We went back to the base
right away, and I'm in the infirmary all laid up...they've got me lying on
this plastic bubble kind of thing...The bottom line is that I'm coming
home."
Mrs. Bridge makes a "hoahhh," noise, letting out her tight breath.
"They're discharging me. I don't have to go."
Finally, she shouts, so close in my ear, but it echoes distant: "Danny!
That's so wonderful!Oh, I'm so happy! Oh, thank God, thank God, and
she is crying.
"Ma, it hurts!" he protests, but we both hear his relief, hear his
happiness.
"Danny's coming home!" Mrs. Bridge sobs, kneading my shoulders
between her hands.
Danny's coming home.
Danny's coming home.
Danny's coming home.
Frieda and I have decided to celebrate. She rattled back early from her
research at the Leech Lake Reservation, just to be with us, to revel in the
good news. We have already drunk Mrs. Bridge under the table and into
bed. "For such a small one, you can hold ycr liquor, she slurred over her
shoulder at me as Frieda helped her up the stairs an hour ago.
There is a half-drunk bottle of champagne and a half-eaten cherry
cheesecake at the center of the dining room table. I hold my empty glass
out toward the bottle. "Another," says my voice. A giggle to it.
Frieda bites her lip and shakes her head, hard, so that her fluff of
sheepish hair shivers. "Nooo," she whispers. "1 ve got something better.
As Frieda is a professional scholar and educator, she has much contact
with the young. "My students teach me as much as I teach them, she
snorts, and she produces a bag of green shreds from her jeans pocket. 1 was
S.IV

ing this for the powwow tomorrow, but we can put it to better use now.

Feeling twelve years old and nasty-naughty, we force open the back
storm door and step out onto the disused and frozen back porch, with Mrs.
Bridge's homemade afghans wrapped around our shoulders. There is a
porch swing, and it creaks so loudly and insistently when we sit that we
both freeze like frightened rabbits. But Mrs. Bridge is sleeping drunk, and
we arc grownups, anyway, remember? Frieda thinks she needs to show me
to how hit the joint, how to pinch it, but I surprise her, knowing already. It
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makes me warm to know there is still some part of me that can startle, even
in the most minor ways.
Perhaps 1 can startle in major ways.
We pass the grass back and forth quickly, furtively, coughing every
now and then. My lungs remember how to hold the smoke in, hold it and
hold it and puff! When 1 blow it out it confuses me, the smoke gets
tangled in my breath and I can't tell when I'm only blowing air into the
winter night. Frieda's eyes always go wide when she inhales. As if she were
shocked.
Then the spaces between things begin to be wider and a smile cracks
over my jaw and I begin to notice all the different pitches that make up my
sister's voice. She is my sister, truly, even if only by marriage. We huddle
together on the swing, pumping our legs like children, the chains screaming
as if crying out in pain, and we laugh.
"It's cold," says Frieda, as if she's just noticed. My teeth chatter a nod.
"Let's go in." We scurry indoors, and track in dirty snow and wet leaves,
which fall apart when we try to pick them up. How funny, and what a
mess. No matter. No matter at all.
"Let's watch television," I say. I remember that when Daniel and I
smoked dope with his law school friends, we went to the movies, and the
colors seemed so bright and everything the actors said seemed so right and
true.
We settle on the sofa as the TV's small star grows and forms into a
picture. Frieda's sweater is rough and smells the way I think of hay. Her
breath is funny on my arm - short sucks in, long, whispering exhale, hot
and damp. Her body beside mine feels lean and tight-wound. Like her
brother's.
The colors on the television arc black, red, spotlight-white. People on
the screen writhe like mealworms. leather jackets with beards, scaredscreaming girls, a marionette without strings leaping on the stage.
"THIS IS THE SCENE TONIGHT IN ALTAMONT, CALIFOR
NIA," says an important voice without a body. "AS THE POPULAR
ROCK GROUP THE ROLLING STONES PIAYED A FREE CON
CERT FOR 300,000 FANS, BRAW1.S BROKE OUT BETWEEN
CONCERT-GOERS AND MEMBERS OF THE HELL'S ANGELS
MOTORCYCLE CLUB WHO WERE HIRED AS SECURITY STAFF."
"Oh no," says Frieda soft. "How awful." She works her bottom lip
between her teeth. "'Hut's not the way it's supposed to be. That's not the
way it should be at all."
"You always know the way things are supposed to be," I whisper into
Frieda's hair.
She snorts.
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"No, realfy. I never do. I'm always lost. Always." I am not certain
whether I have said this out loud. "I'm not supposed to be here."
"Hm?" says Frieda, with her eyes wide and wet on the screen.
"This isn't the way things are supposed to be, for me."
She arranges herself to face me on the couch. "What now, Maddy?"
Suddenly all my poison must come out. I am a ripe boil. I must burst.
Frieda makes me want to burst.
"I'm leaving. I'm going before Daniel comes home." She doesn't
respond and her face doesn't change, so I am encouraged, and I go on. "1
can't do this any more, all of this...marriage. We're all just tricked into
thinking it's the only way, right? I can be on my own, I don't need him. I
don't want him." 1 am brave. "I never did."
"What are you talking about?" It is the edge of Frieda's voice, sterilized
and ringing sharp.
"You're right, women don't need men at all. I've realized it since he's
been gone. It's pointless to devote yourself to someone, to serve them and
live for them and cling to them. It's a betrayal of your humanity." I feel
blood rushing up hot in my cheeks, and I couldn't quit even if 1 wanted to.
"When he comes, I'll be gone. I don't want to take care of Daniel anymore,
and I don't want him to pretend to take care of me. I'm done, I'm liberating

myself."
This last sticks in the air above us. Frieda looks up at it, wrinkling up
her forehead in question, silent. 'I*hen she turns her eyes on me. Blue eyes
cold as dry ice.
"I think you're tired," she says slowly, evenly, sharply.
The thud of snow outside the window.
"I think you're drunk, and you're high, and you don't know what
you're saying."
The titter of wind at the corners of the house.
"I think that the Maddy I know would never, ever, sit with me in my
mother's house and tell me that five years of marriage to my brother is a
farce. She'd never leave my brother because he didn't have to go to the
fucking war." She turns her nose, long and straight with wide nostrils,
funny, just like my husband's, toward me. "I think you're a spoiled little
Southern girl and you're looking for attention and I'm not going to give it
to you if you seek it this way."
She pushes up off of the sofa. My mind is making protests, stringing
them together like glass beads, but I know that she'll only shatter them if I
offer them to her. "Please," is all I can choke out.
Frieda shakes her head, violently, over and over again. "I don't want to
hear any more. I refuse to listen. He needs you, Maddy." Her gaze is steady,
serious, heartbroken. "You're not leaving. You're going to suck it up. You're
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going to be a decent person, and you're going to stay here, and you're going
to take care of him, and you're going to forget all this. All of it." She sucks a
few tanks of air in and out, pulls the afghan tight around her. "We're just
going to forget all of this, and we're going to go to bed."
Frieda is leaving. As she walks out of the room, she lets her head
slump a little. "Fuck you, Maddy," she says, lull of sorrow.
Fuck me. Yes, fuck me. I am fucked.
There is still a riot on the TV screen. They are showing a picture of a
boy who was knocked down in the fight, face-first into a puddle. Fie has
drowned. His body lies spread-eagled, lifeless in the mud, and a girl in a
white dress kneels beside him sobbing with rage.
I can feel puke rising up in my stomach, barely choked back at the
back of my throat. It is the cake, it is the booze, it is the pot. I am
suddenly in the bathroom, suddenly bent over the toilet, suddenly empty
ing my guts down into the sewer, spasms of sick rushing up through me
again and again. My eyes tear. My nose burns with bile. I must get it out,
all of it, all of my poison. I rest my arms, yes, they have become weak little
twigs haven't they, on the cold porcelain. I'm tired. I'm so tired.
But I've got to suck it up. Suck it up, Maddy. Suck up the knowledge
that your husband, your Beloved and Most Faithful Daniel, will be home
for good in only three short days, safe and sound. Oh, won't it be lovely,
you'll get to have Christmas together. Suck up the fact that you'll have the
pleasure of waiting on him hand and foot, nursing him back to health,
tending to him lovingly as he sits on his broken ass on a rubber donut.
Suck up his kisses, his soupy watchful eyes. Suck up the years you'll spend
making his favorite mashed potatoes, listening to him go on about his
boring books, waking up with him when he has heartburn. Suck up the
babies he'll cram you full of, the peanut shells he'll leave under the couch,
twilight of life you'll spend rubbing him with Ben-Gay to case the aches
and pains of age.
Til death do you part.

Megan Anderegg 01 is an English major from Marquette, Michigan.
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Untitled
Whitney Riepe

Whitney Riepe '03 is an undecided major from Sudbury, Massachusetts.
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The Shadows in the Trees
Cate Whetzel

Oh for the souls of lost children
Loosed when we glanced away
Playmates in a stiller town who pass
Through a world of watercolors and broken
Places.
Last week in the car I passed over the ravines,
The budding trees in Carrolton, and saw the mist rising
Off the hills. It sat stealthy as old wives in the boughs
And though spring was coming in her abundance
The yellow fingers of trees pushing through the soil
Marked me like bruises, and the forlorn and vacant
Cabins, lonely habitations lay in a riot of peeling paint,
Once white wood, now the rust of years left them standing
Halfway, bent cripple like a crone. A stone fireplace stands
Exposed to the weather and a coven fo birches have grown up
Around the wreckage of a burned cottage. Birds and small
Creatures nest in the solitude of desertion- glimmers of fur
On the ruddy forest floor and the restless texture of the earth.
A quiet ache, and unexplained
I see the waves of fallen leaves, the smooth rocks in empty creek beds
And the branches still bare, waving waving
The mist runs up and down the hills,
The ghosts of children flee into the woods like deer
Running from the highway and guard rails
What must they have done
In the few minutes after, slim gray shades loosening
From such young bodies, and knocking
As newborn mice do, blind into walls and each other
One must have found the door, and beckoned
A small hand from the outside, Come along now
This is the way.
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Like Hamlin they followed
Into the pass which is no moutainside
For in terror and aloncness we cannot blame
'litem, wandering"into the hills
Into the wind that blows over the ridges in northern
Kentucky. So it is now, that under these roads
Beyond the glare of glass windows I watch
A scattering of children standing hollow
Beside the mossy rocks of a wilder
Heaven.

*In 1988 a bus carrying a youth group was hit in Carrolton, KY. 27
children on the bus died in the accident, despite the efforts of other drivesr
to save them. A sign marks the stretch of highway.

Cate Whetzel '03 is a "possibly English" major from Louisville, Kentucky.
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Writing Poetry at Kenyon College
David W Shearer

I realized 1 hated my drudgery only in college.
Felt I could break away, escaping via overland highways to the north.
Yankee friends there secure in assumed superiority.
I traded planting tobacco plants in summer
for shelving videos and printing church bulletins because
the earth never yields, or it yields at first but God fails
to make it rain, or disease will set in or bugs or natural disaster.
Realization of my toil was not in the Pacific Theatre
a less dramatic situation at Kenyon College, Gambier,
Ohio. Far enough to the north to elicit grandfathers scorn by
following Fate's trek with John Crowe, ct al. Writing poems
as football players at OSU can't, amidst fields of yellow corn.
After four years of failed poems the words sit
as unyielding as any abandoned farm.
How many acres of poems to plant, these verbal windrows
to form? God, let it rain to fertilize these verses.

David W. Shearer '00 is an English/economics major from Winchester, New York.
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Prague Fog
Ben Bagocius

Your body is the universe.
Your eyes are the eyes
Of God, watching the hairs
on your hand - stars shooting
through the sky. Try to kill yourself.
Carbon monoxide. Close the garage door.
Sit in the car, listening to the engine's
lullaby. Smoke fogs the windshield.
Prague. In Prague, you ran over the bridge
during a rain. Church bells rang
far off. You laughed through the mist.
Your socks were wet, and your hair
kept getting in your eyes. Your head
rests against the seat. Yes, this must
be right. Prague fog in the garage.
You jumped into a puddle. Mud
splattered, grateful that you sent it
flying, toppling to drown, anticipating
the breathlessness.
In the driver's seat, an entire universe spills
through the railings. You will splash
before the fog clears. Water parts
to make room. Your mother may
come home from grocery shopping
and open the garage door. She will not sec
your body hairs glisten, like stars
bursting, blasting beyond themselves,
out of their roots, enjoying
the snap.

Ben Bagocius '00 is an English major from Stow, Ohio.
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Baby Dreams
Laura Reznick

for Melissa
I he summer grass is bleeding
It had grown long
but was chopped away.
There are voices in the cuttings,
They would have spoken
But had lost their heads. A nest
Was ravaged and lies
In its impression. I dig
For threads in eggshells: Ovals cut
Into a million stars. I throw
1 he broken yolks away and wonder
What might have happened
If I had let them stay.
I he lawnmowcr-boy is waiting
While all is plunged
Into bills and boys and baby
Dreams that I don't know
How to pay.

Laura Rezmck 02 is an kngltsh major from Chappaijua, New York.
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Morning with Brahms
Jeremy Hawkins

In the raspberry scented kitchen the vases
Are crashing off the shelf she has jostled,
Earthwork shards scattering over the linoleum.
She is scrambling eggs and listening
To Beethoven's tenth, hoping the mosaic
Of jagged pieces will be swept away
By the passing hour. The eggs arc bubbling
On the off-beats and she grates extra sharp
Cheddar in tempo. Johannes worked best
In the morning, she remembers, bulldozing
The yolks with a spatula. She hums and kicks
Through the broken pieces of the vase, cocking
Her head to listen for a rustle, for a footstep.
Just under the cello she can hear sleepy shuffling
Headed towards the kichen, and opens
The refrigerator for a shot of apple juice. She
Whistles the melody to me as I squint my way
Into a chair and the chorus of breakfast.

Jertmy Hawkins '02 is an English/history major from Middletown, New York.
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Last Oasis in Oahu
Meredith Ishida

Pu'uhonua O Honaunau: city of refuge,
where criminals in ancient Hawaii
repented after committing a crime.
Rather than incur harsh punishment,
they could take shelter in this land.
Surrounded by lava and kiawc thorns,
they would wash themselves, pray,
and some day go home.
Late afternoon at Camp Pu'uhonua on the Pacific
and a couple of pretccns walk barefoot
on the red sand packed firm,
scrambling to balance on the seawall
until Tom calls across the field, "Off the rocks!"
and the counselor says, "1 told you so."
I hey're good kids, mostly, just unhappy, uncared for at home.
This place is supposed to be different,
also, a last chance.
One camper sleeps on her towel in the grass,
wrapped in sunlight, shivering feverish.
Rochclle, an older teenager, looks on,
touched for the first time with caring.
Nearby, Linda, Tom's wife,
her legs folded like Buddha's,
watches through gray eyes
the young boy and small canoe
struggling to say afloat, avoid the reef;
she is not afraid.
She has straddled an overturned canoe on the open
ocean one night (they were voyaging to the Marquesas,
the old way, no radio) and watched a friend drown
in the black waters while swimming for shore, and help;
she is not afraid.
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Tom carries the ranger's dark-skinned daughter
(someday she'll quit school and waitress at diners,
raise two kids in her parent's house) on his shoulders.
He hoists her up to the wooden platform,
and she climbs on the ropes course, where they
let her join in. What else can they do -- send her home?
This place of salt air and pines, strip of land between highway
and water, is her back yard as it is for all native people.
It is called Pu'uhonua; it means safe place.
Not far away, Jonah coaches his charges in archery,
Robin Hoods with plastic bows and broken arrows.
"Put your shoes ON, Daniel," he says.
The thirteen-year-old looks at him like a wounded snake.
"They ARE," he replies, though the tongues gape open
and laces drag in the pine needles. Jonah,
who has been thirteen years old and said the same thing, decrees,
"I'll let you shoot when your shoes are on the way they should be."
Daniel stomps and then ties his shoes. Before
he can pick up a bow, Jonah has the boys scrambling for arrows.
"What! I never got to shoot," complains Daniel.
"You know the rules. Next time."
"I hate this!" He kicks pine cones. l*hey land with a crunch,
sound of a place unbounded by danger.
Tonight they'll play tag in the dark, jumping
into the bushes like banks of fresh snow.
Then three old friends sit on the wall,
one playing the guitar, one slapping mosquitoes,
one telling herself she'll remember this night forever:
sand-crusted skin, white foam on black waves,
the cabin lights, stream of oblivious vehicles.
A satellite soars unblinking among the stars.

Meredith Ishida '03 is a philosophy major from Honolulu, Hawaii.
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En Route to Colorado
Geoffrey Long

Geoffrey Long '00 is an bnglish!philosophy major from Shreve, Ohio.
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Ghost Story
Scott Kenemorc

Well, it could be worse. 1 have this friend named Danny who goes to
Sarah Lawrence, and he's always telling me "Yeah, we have orgies here all
the time. . . I mean, if you're in to that sort of thing." I think he just
brings them up because he thinks it's impressive that he can he nonchalant
about orgies. But I've heard a lot of other people talk about the orgies at
Sarah Lawrence, too.
So yeah, to answer your question, 1 guess that goes on here to a
degree. I mean, not orgies — but other things. Sex, I guess. Is that what
you mean? Sex? People have sex.
Actually, they have this dance. You would have had dances, right?
Well, this one is called "Philanders Phling." No, I'm serious. Named after
you.
The mythology among the students is that everybody gets laid on
Phling night. 1 guess maybe that's an overstatement, but for a lot of kids
it's cenainly true enough.
It's funny. I think that the professors generally try and persuade
themselves that it's only a fraction of the Kenyon population who are up to
no good. That's always funny for me to watch.
Professors.
In the terms you're talking about, I have to say yes. Students do get
preoccupied with sex. I mean, hey, me included. I remember in the week
before Phling this year when I would go jogging on the Kokosing trail (over
towards Howard)... On my way back I would sec the tower of Pcirce Hall
rising up above the barren trees, and I used to configure it in my mind as a
giant phallus. That's where they have Phling, you see. Pcirce Hall.
I guess these aren't the kind of problems you ran into, huh? I he worst
you had was... What would you have called it — "self-abuse?" Yeah, I
thought so. Well, I guess times change.
Now hang on a second, Phil. I don't think it's the presence of women.
I mean, how can you say that? There are lots of co-ed schools where people
arc much more repressed. It's not women. I think religion is part of it.
I didn't mean that. I sec what you're saying, it's just that students
don't think about that very much anymore. I mean, I've never even met
anybody who came here to become a priest. We still have the church of the
Holy Spirit, but I don't know too many kids who go. I think a lot of
Freshmen go regularly when they first get here, and then kind of peter out.
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Yeah, I see what you're saying. I mean, I walk by the church every day,
but I guess I just don't think about it. It's real easy just to let it go. Put it
out of your mind. In fact, a lot of people choose to go to this place because
there isnt such an emphasis on religion. I was reading about Carl Djcrassi
the other day, and he chose Kenyon because chapel attendance wasn't
mandatory. And, I mean, he's the guy who invented... Well, I mean, he
became a famous scientist.
I forgot.
You wouldn't know that, would you?
Of course you still get mentioned. What kind of a question is that?!!
Every convocation. Every graduation ceremony. In all of the school
songs.
What a —
Well, no.
If you want honesty, the answer there has to be no. People talk about
your original ideas for the college, and they joke about the time you moved
the place farther north from Columbus to get the students away from the
bad influence of the city. But I guess nobody really talks too much about
that stuff anymore. If you want the truth, I think they kind of acknowledge you like a character from the past who believed crazy things that no
one believes anymore. I.ike maybe the way you would have thought of
South American Indians doing human sacrifice or something. I dunno. I
can't think of another way to say it.
Sorry.
I suppose it goes without saying that I wasn't expecting this. I mean,
who expects to see a ghost, right?
At least not here. Maybe at midnight at the gates of hell or some
thing. That's another the students have now — the gates of hell.
No. This is not how or when I thought you'd come to me.
I once heard an English professor talk about feeling watched by ghosts
in Sunset Cottage. (And no, not that ghost-tour guy, cither — if you've
heard of him.) He said that he thought the best thing to do if yo u ever saw
a ghost would be to give it a hug. If you're a ghost you probably need a
hug. I always liked that.
But hey, don't worry. I'm not gonna.
I wish I had more time to talk.
I know it sounds stupid, but I have to get back to doing schoolwork.
I m writing this paper on Grcndcl and Beowulf for my English ho nors
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project. It's really kind of frightening, and I'm not sure how it's going.
You know, I was so sure when 1 first got to Kenyon that 1 wanted to be
an English professor someday. But the way things go... You can't predict
any of it, and they don't tell you some of the most important stuff early
enough.
I always liked reading and all, but I sometimes got B's in English
classes. Sometimes I didn't understand what the professors wanted.
Sometimes what they wanted made no sense. I'm trying to get into
graduate programs now, and it's not going well and I'm real scared.
Right now, I have no idea if my honors project — or anything I do
now — will help. Has anything I've done counted?
How has it counted?
How has it counted if it hasn't had any efficacy in getting me into grad
school? (Gee, that sure sounds like a self-serving thing to say. But it's the
fucking system of things that makes me even think this way!) I know I've
changed since I've been here, but what's the other side of the range? How
much would I have changed anyway, and how much of it is because of
Kenyon? How can I know?
It's like you work and work under the perception that you're creating
something — or that what you've set in motion will have an effect you can
predict... But I couldn't have predicted any of this.
I mean, it was great. All of it. All this time here. I don't understand
half of it, or what it's going to be.
Yeah. It was really great.
But what the hell have I set in motion?

Scott Kenemore '00 is an English major from Indianapolis, Indiana.
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The Not Completely Overtly or
Successful Didactic Ballad for
Pretty Perceptive Kids, or,
The Object Song
J. F. Cleary IV
Bottomless Joe and Sunny Jim,
Below the Iron E,
Throwing snowballs at the limb
Of Sunny's mother's tree.
Weighed down by twenty seven pounds
Of flurry pressured firm,
1 he thunder lacquered snap resounds
Five driveways down the bcrm.
I he ears of Johnny O perk up
Through no will of his own.
(Is the word perk or prick? -- to pop
Like dogs' tongues for a bone -I wouldn't even call it prick
[ The pull came from w/o:
The fox's desultory trick
Slash habitat of doubt])
From car to mouth through press of palm,
John calls, "The little flakes,
Hey! Kids, they're just like your lip balm,
They turn craters into lakes.
If you didn't pack 'em in so tight,
Then you couldn't see the gr Ben.
So thank God for the snow late night
On your favorite TV screen."
Bottomless Joe and Sunny Jim
Don't hear; don't need to know,
Don't separate the heed from hy inn
That snow is snow is snow.

J.F. C.leary IV 01 is an knglish major from Concinnatti, Ohio.
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One Hour North of Albany
Elissa David

There is a farmhouse,
Heavy-timbered and solid,
Dumb-faced like a white cow.
In the yard there is a stock car,
An orange shark, grinning and streamlined.
Above it there arc oak trees,
Heavy anchors and arms,
Planted by the German great-grandfather and his stout bride.
There are dusty weeds sprawling in the yard,
A bent old mower at the gate.
Someone has spent a happy dusk time
Painting in red and outlining in black a 54
Shiny on the hood and low doors of the shark-car.
Overalls and blue jeans flap heavily on a line
All the way from garage to house.
A tinny radio plays, its antenna reaching up, up.
The father bends, stalwart, in the fields
The son lugs a red can of gasoline
Eager and awkward through the yard.

Elissa David '00 is an English major from Snyder, New York.
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Airport Aromas
Ben Bagocius

Twenty-one hours ago
I sat on a curb and watched
a Great Dane walking a boy
through the Brandenburg Gate
Now I'm in the car
and it's Cleveland
Ohio The Heart of It All
My dad's driving
talking about how Germans
arc so formal
and Mom's smiling you are home
we named our dog Duchess
look at your long hair!
In the back seat
the USA makes me laugh
A celebration of vastness and bumper stickers
Honk ifyou love Jesus my favorite
Twenty-one minutes ago
I saw my dad waiting for me
in the Delta lobby
and I yelled Hi Dad!
and the words tasted odd
like bratwurst in apple pie
But the air
ah! it smellcd

like English

Ben Bagocius '00 is an English mjaor from Stow, Ohio.
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Nietzsche Discussion Day
Deborah Benson

"Arrangements of pears and not apples of oranges and not pears of pears
and not fruit. Who considers fruit from the point of view of obstacles and
this is religious" (Stein, A Novel of Thank You. Chapter XII).
There arc thirteen men in Nineteenth Century
Philosophy class, no
women, in a room with kissable glowing
oak walls.
Serious and so young, they sit
like gunncd-down angels, their soft
foreheads ribbed like railroad
tracks or unsatisfied fathers.

Deborah Benson '00 is an English and philosophy major from North Canton, Ohio.
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Jobs We Do
Jeff Boyle

for Casey
Working in your grandfather's slaughterh oustsurrounded by meat and your family's business,
you have been on your feet for hours now, shaving
hogs of pesky hairs in preparation for the boiling
process. You have seen more carnage today
than I have in all my years. While I have been playing
kickball with retarded kids, you have run
down half-conscious cows, fleeing for their
familiar pastures and tripping over their electric legs.
This has become nothing for you, ten standing ho ins
with the smell of your sweat and the blood from the bodies above
your head. I remember you showing off the shoes the blood
and sweat stained and weren t sanitary enough to wear out anymore;
I think you regret that your son will never experience this
part of your adolescence, the one that has repeatedly made
you glad you ate meat and the one that (equally as often) made
me glad 1 didn't. You never saw it as a shameful place, just
a summer job that helped your dad after the fair when there was
meat to make. At night, we share stories of employment,
always remarking of the impossibility of doing anything
but our respective jobs and marveling at the capacity of the other:
Today 1 changed a 19 year old boy's diaper."
" Today I helped kill over fifty pigs."
And we arc at a loss to empathize.

Jeff Boyle 01 is an English major from Springfield, Ohio.
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roller coaster
Michael Mitchell

Picture the scene; the family has had to do it often enough, hut not for
a while though. Tell mc where you were, what do you remember? Where
were you facing, who was around you? At first the answer was a tear-filled
"1 don't know." At first it was an angry "I don't know." A head thrashing,
arms waving, feet stamping "I don't know!" How can we help you if you
don't know? We need your help, you can help us find your child. "1 don't
know," became softer. An anguished, tired, sorrowful "1 don't know."
However, after long enough you have to know. You know you have to
know. You are the one who can help. You were there. Where were you,
what do you remember? You have to begin to remember.
So you do. You remember, and they write it all down: You were
supposed to meet by the Ferris wheel. At 4:00 you were supposed to meet
him at the Ferris wheel. It is now 7:30. Last time you saw him he was
running towards the Dragons Head. That great big green roller coaster that
he begged and begged about riding for the past three weeks. We came here
for the Dragon's Head. The line was on average a two and a half hour wait,
so you said at 1:30 that he should just meet back at the Ferris wheel at 4:00.
"You go and ride the coaster," you said. "Your father and I will walk
around, ride the smaller rides. You go get in line and meet us back at 4:00
at the Ferris wheel. Tell us all about it." The last time you saw him he was
running towards the Dragon's Head. The great big goddamn roller coaster.
When did it happen? Was it while you were sitting at the picnic
benches? You and your husband sharing an ice cream. 1 hat was around
2:00. Is that when it happened? Was it while you and your husband were
riding the mechanical swings? Was it while you and your husband were
dangling your feet twenty feet off the ground, laughing and breathing freely
on the mechanical swings? "What were we doing on the swings? you ask.
"What if he was suffering while we were on the swings? 1 hat was around
2:45. Was it while you and your husband were in the photo booth, or in
the restroom, or staring off at the lake? When did it happen? Where were
you when it happened? You have to remember. We cant help you if you
don't remember. "I don't know."
So you show up at the Ferris wheel at 3:50. At 4:00 he is not there.
He's twelve, a budding teenager, bubbling with rebellion. You give him a
15-minute curve. 4:45 and he still has not shown up. You sent your
husband over to the Dragon's Head at 4:25; he comes back at 4:40. No
sign of him," he says. 4:45 and he still has not shown up.

No sign of
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him?" you say. "What, what? Did you call his name?" 5:05 and he still
has not shown up. I called his name. Listen, calm down. Give him until
5:00 before we start getting ideas."
Before I start getting ideas? Now that you can pinpoint. I don't know
what 1 was doing, where I was facing, but I can give you the exact moment
when I started getting ideas. It is too late to tell me to wait until 5:00
before I start getting my ideas. My ideas started at 4:00 and one second.
5:35 and you both have been screaming his name for the past 10
minutes. Excuse me have you seen a young boy, twelve years old, looks
like this? you ask showing off the class picture you have of him in your
wallet. No. Sorry. Sorry. No. What do you mean "No?" Do you know
that sarcastic remark: "What part of'No' don't you understand?" The part
when you tell me my child is missing. That is the part that I just can't gcr a
grip on right now. I'm sorry.
6:00 and your wife is crying on a bench as you kneel in front of her.
Jason! she screams and two boys turn around. Their respectful mothers
turn around too, and both put their arms on their sons and lead them away.
"I'm going to find the security," you say. "You sit here and keep a lookout."
You nod yes but you dont want him to leave. "Come back!" you say. He
nods, I need to find the police, 111 be right back." You wipe your eyes and
keep a lookout.
Freedom. You try to give your child freedom. It is the hardest thing
to do, but they try to take it from day one. As soon as they can crawl,
where do they crawl? Away from you. Same with walking, same with
talking. I guess it is the nature of man, to be autonomous. Liberty and
freedom. Grown-ups seem to have it all, so we all want to be grown-ups.
You try to give your child freedom. You try more and more to treat them
like a grown-up. You let them crawl all around the house, but only after
you plugged all the outlets, locked all the cabinets, barricaded all the
doorways that needed barricading. School was only four blocks away, so
after a while you let him walk by himself, but only after years of holding his
hand, and only under the strict stipulations that he is home no later that
3:15. 15 minutes after school got out. You try to give your child freedom.
It is the hardest thing to do, but they try to take it from day one.
So you let him go off and wait in line by himself. He's twelve, a
budding teenager.

How did we let him wait on line for two and a half

hours by himself?" you mumble to yourself. "What were we thinking? We
were not going to ride the ride, but we could have at least waited in line
with him. Your tears fall into your mouth as you mumble. He is twelve.
He is not a grown-up. He is not even grown up. He is not even close to
being grown up. Last time you saw him he was running towards the
Dragon's Head. "Mom, please can we go? Look at the coaster," he said and
begged, pointing at the television commercial. So you said okay. You gave
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in and now you're at the park. "Just meet us back at the Ferris wheel at
4:00." It is now 6:25. "Jason!" you scream. Last time you saw him he was
running towards the Dragon's Head. Freedom. You try to give your child
freedom. It is the hardest thing to do, bur they try to rake it from day one.
"Did he even say good-bye when he ran ofF to the roller coaster? I don't
know if we even said good-bye."
At 6:40 you see, in the distance, your husband and three security
guards walking towards you. They are all scanning left and right as they
walk. The security guards each have a photocopy of the picture of your son
that was in your husband's wallet. Each one looks down at it for brief
moments between their scanning. They make their way towards you and
you get up and shake their hands. "Hello Miss. How are you?" "Nice to
meet you. Fine thanks." How are you? Fine thanks, nice to meet you?
Are pleasantries really needed now? Are pleasantries still needed now? My
son is missing. I couldn't care less your name, just find him. "It's nice to
meet you too, ma'am."
Then they start in with the questions. "Tell me where you were, what
do you remember?" "Where were you facing, who was around you? At
first the answer is a tear-filled "I don't know." At first it is an angry "I dont
know." A head thrashing, arms waving, feet stamping "I don't know!
"How can we help you if you don't know?" "We need your help; you can
help us find your child." "I don't know" becomes softer. An anguished,
tired, sorrowful "I don't know." However, after long enough you have to
know. You know you have to know. You are the one who can help. You
were there. "Where were you, what do you remember?' You have to begin
to remember. So you do. Picture the scene.
The last time you saw him he was running towards the Dragons
Head. That was six months ago. Those questions you initially didnt know
the answer to but finally found the strength to answer, you constantly
answered them for the first two months. You pictured the scene and retold
the scene so many times that it feels more like a story rather than the truth.
It took on a life of its own. After two months the police said they would
take things from there. Faces were put on milk cartons. You put flyers up
all over the amusement park, and all over your town. Neighbors helped
out. Everyone was on watch. Everyone cared. People cried with you.
People sent sympathy cards and letters and chocolates and flowers. For the
first two months there was action. Jason was still missing but things were
moving. Progress was being made. Each day was a day closer to his return.
Then the police said they would take things from there. After two
months the police said they would take things from there. I hings slowed
down. The cards, and rhe letters, and the chocolates, and the flowers all
slowed down. They arrived less frequently. Flyers tore in the wind and
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replacements were made, but not for all of them. 1 he neighbors were more
removed now, more awkward. I mean really, who wants to grieve for three
months, for four months, for any number of months over a child that is not
theirs? 1 here is just so much that neighbors can do, and then it is hard to
gradually decrease the sympathy, the caring, so you just cut it off. In the
supermarket we dont talk to her anymore because we know it's just going
to be more about Jason. How she's coping, the latest information, or lack
thereof. The police said they were going to "take it from here," but that
just means if the kid pops up in front of the precinct we'll let you know.
Otherwise, we're sorry for your loss.
1 here are these celebrity children missing for years and years and the
news does a piece on them every day. They have FBI and police and
manhunts all over in search of their kids. What about my kid? Where is
my manhunt? How come my manhunt only lasts two months? My
husband and I still have to go to work. There arc bills to pay. We need to
live. But they are hollow. Every day they live and go to work as hollow
empty shells of themselves. How can they be expected to be anything but?
Jason's room is perfectly intact, just as he left it. You tried to clean it
up. You tried to make things tidy for his return but it was too much to
handle, so his bed is still unmade and there arc some clothes on the floor.
Baseball gloves and bats piled in the corner.
For the first two months there was action. Jason was still missing but
things were moving. Progress was being made. Each day was a day closer
to his return. Now each day is dreaded. Waking up to a never-ending
nightmare every day. We don't know if he is alive, or dead, or healthy, or
sick. All we know is that the last time we saw him he was running towards
the Dragons Head. 1 hat great big green roller coaster that he begged and
begged us to take him to.
We sit and eat dinner every night at the kitchen table. Jason's seat is
left open. A place setting is made and set for him every night, but he
docsnt come. We sit at 7:00 and watch the news. My husband and I
across from each other. We watch the manhunts for celebrity children.
1 lie FBI surveillance. After two months the police said they would take it
from there. Hope dwindles more and more each day. We sit and cat
without our son. 1 he news ends and the television is turned off. The whir
of the ceiling fan above our heads is the only sound as my husband reaches
his hand across the table towards mine. We hold each other's hands in
silence. Jason s scat is empty. A place setting is set for him every night but
he docsnt come. I he last time we saw him he was running towards the
Dragons Head. 1 hat great big goddamn roller coaster.
Picture the scene.

Michael Mitchell '03 is an 'aspiring creative writing major"from Queens, New York.
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The Loomers
Whitney Riepe

Whitney Riepe '03 is an undecided major from Sudbury, Massachusetts.
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